In *Legal 500 Canada* 2020, 42 lawyers have been recognized in their respective practice areas. They include:

**Banking and Finance Law – Tier 2**
- Leading Individuals: Jon Holmstrom and John Torrey
- Next Generation Partner: Thomas Meagher

**Business Immigration – Tier 3**

**Cannabis – Tier 3**

**Capital Markets – Tier 2**
- Next Generation Partner: Sarah Gingrich

**Competition and Antitrust Law – Tier 3**
- Leading Individual: Tony Baldanza
- Next Generation Partner: Tony Di Domenico

**Corporate and M&A – Tier 2**
- Leading Individual: John Turner

**Dispute Resolution: AB - Tier 4**

**Dispute Resolution: BC - Tier 1**

**Dispute Resolution: ON - Tier 3**

**Dispute Resolution: QC - Tier 3**
- Leading Individuals: Mark Andrews QC, Tracey Cohen QC, and Geoff Cowper QC
- Next Generation Partner: Sarah Armstrong

**Energy and Natural Resources: Mining - Tier 1**
- Leading Individuals: Michael Bourassa, Brian Graves and John Turner
- Next Generation Partners: Johanna Fipke and Krisztián Tóth

**Energy and Natural Resources: Oil & Gas - Tier 3**
- Leading Individual: Matthew Ghikas

**Energy and Natural Resources: Power - Tier 3**
- Leading Individual: Peter Feldberg
- Next Generation Partner: Christopher Bystrom

**Environment - Tier 2**
- Leading Individual: Rosalind Cooper
- Next Generation Partner: Pierre-Olivier Charlebois

**Indigenous Law – Tier 1**
- Leading Individual: Kevin O’Callaghan
- Next Generation Partner: Brenden Hunter

**Infrastructure and Projects - Tier 2**
- Leading Individuals: Brian Kelsall and Ella Plotkin

**Insurance - Tier 1**
- Leading Individuals: Koker Christensen and Robert McDowell
BACKGROUND

Intellectual Property - Tier 4
- Rising Star: Michael Shortt

International Expertise - Tier 2
- Leading Individual: Al Gourley

International Trade - Tier 3
- Leading Individuals: Peter Kirby and Clifford Sosnow

Labour and Employment - Tier 1
- Leading Individuals: Brian Burkett and Douglas Gilbert

Media and Entertainment - Tier 2
- Leading Individual: Barbara Miller

Pensions - Tier 3

Public Procurement - Tier 2
- Leading Individual: Peter Mantas

Real Estate - Tier 3
- Leading Individual: Richard Clare

Restructuring and Insolvency - Tier 3
- Leading Individual: John Grieve QC
- Next Generation Partner: Kibben Jackson

Tax - Tier 4

Technology - Tier 2
- Next Generation Partners: Karam Bayrakal and Andrew Nunes

Telecoms - Tier 1
- Leading Individuals: Laurence Dunbar, Jay Kerr-Wilson and Stephen Whitehead

Transport: Aviation - Tier 3

Transport: Other Transport - Tier 3